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Business employees communicate in different ways. Some discuss ongoing business activities with their supervisor, while others like to talk about their weekend plans with their colleagues. These examples of organisational communication imlumify the types of communication networks within the enterprise. Organisational communication
usually travels throughout the enterprise's employee sector through one of two paths: an informal or formal communication network. The type of network you use usually depends on the information you share and the role of the employee who shares that information. The informal communication network is also known as the wine network
and usually consists of lower-level employees. This type of network is present in each organization and usually consists of gossip about the office, which were not distributed through a formal communication network. There are four ways to share information over an informal network. According to a single communication template, one
employee shares knowledge with another employee, who then transmits this information to a third party, etc. This linear communication network is usually unreliable and can lead to the dissemination of inaccurate information. In the gossip chain's network, one employee directly distributes information to a group of other employees.
Similarly, the probability of a network communication chain occurs when knowledge or information is passed randomly from one person to another. In both of these communication networks, the information transmitted is often interesting, but not related to the work available to us. The most common informal communication network is a
network of cluster strings. In this type of communication network, one individual transmits information to a select group of individuals who then tell another to select a group of individuals. This type of organization's communication network makes it easy to pass information through hierarchical barriers. Formal communication networks are
usually initiated by employees at the top of an enterprise's organisation chart. In this type of network, information can flow downwards from senior supervisory authorities to lower employees, horizontally from peer to peer or diagonally from employee to employee, regardless of rank or function. There are many ways a formal
communication network can be composed. Some, like a network of wheels, revolve around a central figure who distributes information to each member of a business group directly. Similarly, in networks of chains and circles, the supervisory authority transmits the information to its immediate subordinate, who then transmits that
information to the employee below it. Information in the chain and circular networks can travel up or down the chain of command. The inverted V network also contains a centralised figure, but allows direct communication between each member of the group from the employee to the supervisor and supervisor to the Ceo. Communication
between the employee and limited in this context. Finally, the formal free flow communication network brings together all employees, regardless of their position in the company. This decentralised communication network enables free communication between all employees throughout the enterprise. Independent, trusted guide to online
education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All rights reserved Different types of ICT communications include e-mail, video conferencing, facsimile and dial-in conferencing. Ict communication deals with storage, reconnaissance transmission and manipulation of digital information. ICT
communication uses ICT devices to connect businesses, organizations and individuals. E-mail is a common form of electronic communication used for the transmission and reception of digital information. E-mail is essential for sending messages, picture files, and other attachments. Businesses and organizations use e-mail for business
purposes and as a medium for communicating with employees, personnel, and clients. Faksimile is another common means of ICT communication used to send messages over a telephone network. Modern faxes are digital, allowing you to send a message over a wireless connection. Faxes can be sent over a wireless connection and
received by fax of the recipient. Video conferencing is the best communication medium when companies want to reach different people in different time zones or countries. This media uses a camera, speakers, internet connection and microphone to connect different people at the same time. The device used allows everyone to see, talk
and listen to each other. Another type of ICT communication is dial-in conferencing. Dial-in conferencing allows participants to listen to each other. They are connected via phone call using the conference option. Participants enter a unique code or number to bridge the call. With branded messages covering everything from stickers and
billboards to in-app phone ads and viral videos, marketing communication channels can now seem endless. While companies have more access to public purchases than ever before, companies also have a pretty sticky wand when allocating advertising dollars. Choosing what to spend and where, for how long and focused on whom there
are a number of questions, each marketing department must answer. To do so, they need to understand their target groups and motivations, but there has never been a better time to do so, either. The most basic concept in marketing is a mix of four critical ingredients that brands use to lure consumers to their products or services. These
include price, product, location and promotion. Marketing is all that defines what this product or service is – from what is included, how it is priced, where it is placed, what is promised, what is advertised and how it is advertised. To achieve all of these, traders through eight methods of marketing communication. People talk about six
marketing communication elements, but with so many methods available, it's still common to break down into eight elements. Six are promotion, advertising, direct marketing, sponsorship, personal sales and communication. Eight methods get more specific, and they are: Defined as all paid promotions of goods, services and ideas known
to sponsor in any marketing channel – branded bags, magazine ads, radio spots, TV ads, branded pens, flyers and anything else hawking brands. Advertising can also be featured in any of the other seven methods of marketing communication too. Today, advertising gets a big shot of innovation from digital platforms like YouTube.
Industry disruptors have brilliant concepts and campaigns to create buzz. One wonderful example is the BlendTec YouTube campaign Will It Blend?, in which the owner of BlendTec started mixing things like Extra-Value food and cell phones back in 2006. By 2019, it had been played more than 275 million times. It's a viral video - but it's
also compulsively watching an ad that has no broadcast costs. Yes, this includes having sales and promotional offers (buy two, get a second one for half off!), but it also involves having competitions for sales agents as well as giving retailers discounts so they buy more for door crashers and other sales. The provision of samples and
coupons also falls under promotions. These are all methods that entice consumers, retailers and brokers to purchase or trial a product or service. 3. Events and experiences This is where sponsorship falls. When companies sponsor events - such as concerts and fireworks or marathons and other races - it's sponsorship, but it's also using
experiences and events to create brand awareness and brand loyalty. Formula 1 and NASCAR are heavily sponsored, and for it just being a great photo op, these are real events racing fans can experience, but branding is essential at these events. On a smaller scale, community-based events happen all the time and are a great way for
local businesses to make their name known. A local troop of scouts may have a hot dog sale, but a local vendor supplies them with wieners in the store for branded signage at the table. When you think of backyard barbecues, I think Knutsen butchery! It's about communicating between people, whether it's in a conversation, online, in
email, or elsewhere. There's organic word of mouth that companies have no control over, but then there's organized word of mouth - or buzz marketing. To create buzz, the brand must be unique, memorable and do something other than competition. Buzz marketing may involve other aspects of marketing communication, but the goal is to
buzz. For example, the movie trailer is a sneak peek - it's a glimpse of something in the distance, and is designed to be both memorable and Major trailers, such as Avengers: Endgame, can go viral and steal the day on social media, as they are shared by far more public than they could ever studio release a movie. The official studio
account for the 2019 film Little Women posted its trailer on Twitter, and their one tweet won 21,000 shares in the first few days, more than 65,000 loves and more than 4.3 million views; this is a buzzing-worthy mouth. 5. Public relations and publicity Although both are often confused, they are not the same. Public relations are the whole
concept of managing the brand's public image through the creation of publicity, public awareness and relationship creation. Publicity is an act of attracting attention to a brand or product, as when Apple does its annual edition of an event where they generate a lot of public attention for the brand. But public relations means controlling the
brand's image in the media, talking to controversies, creating brand personality and much more. The oldest marketing trick in the book, one-on-one and other in-person sales. They may include presentations and corporate sales. It's when companies have a long sales cycle that personal sales are so critical - think with a car a lot, for
example. It's also important for products that compete in a crowded market, such as books where a representative comes in and pitches a range of products to retailers who then choose the deals most likely to sell for them. When a tag connects directly with the audience it targets, it's direct marketing, and it's usually done through phone
calls, emails, post, and text messages. While these methods have been used for decades, that doesn't mean they can't be done with innovation today. One great example is when the World Wildlife Fund sent philippines corporate executives a gift in 2009 - a black box designed to look like a skyscraper with yellow light radiating from all its
windows - but when the box opened, they saw a yellow candle. Removing the candles made the illuminated windows darken - a trick that helped create 260% more corporate support for the lights in Earth Hour among the targeted brands, making the Philippines among the biggest participants of Earth Hour. Well-targeted direct marketing
concepts can be very effective. Online marketing can create awareness, promote sales and build brand reputations. Like any other great marketing, it should engage, inspire and convert your audience. Quizzes and games, contests and polls are all popular ways to get consumers to engage in campaigns designed to educate them, make
them brand-aware, promote a new product, or whatever other brand they are trying to achieve. Today, these methods of marketing communication are used by brands around the world, but creative brands know how to use them for greater resonance with consumers. You've probably heard some of these buzz terms before – like buzz
marketing above – but you know how they are used consumer traction? Lifestyle Marketing: This is all about connecting with consumers where they live, play, eat and work. A plastic wrap alternative such as a beeswax food wrap might choose to promote itself in farmers markets where its target audience is more likely to gather - that's
lifestyle marketing. The new yogurt product could be listed as a free sample outside a popular fitness center or transit station where active and healthy people are likely to be met. Experientiental marketing: While the consumer can get sampled or try the product through experientiental marketing, there is usually something more going on



to provide a hook with the customer. One long-term and popular example is the Pepsi Taste Challenge. Consumers not only have to try Pepsi, but I also have to do it as a blind experience versus its top competitor, Coke, with an audience to observe and provide a little buzz marketing to the audience, on top of the power of the experience
for the person who tried soft drinks. Product Placement: Since ET followed the trail of Reese pieces, product placement has been used to increase visibility for brands and create cachet cold. Apple uses product placement to make the iPhone and MacBook noticed and promote prestige brands while creating an air of authority. Back in
2013, when the hit series 24 was announced returns after nearly a decade off-air with a 12-episode miniseries called 24: Live Another Day, Samsung and Apple both fought hard to make the brand Jack Bauer relied on to save the world. Instead, phones sold by Sprint and vehicles manufactured by Chrysler delivered products throughout
the 2014 series. Social platforms like Twitter and Facebook have disrupted the whole concept of marketing. Listening to the customer has always been a prerequisite for marketing, but socially brought the opportunity to really get involved. As a result, customer service has jumped leaps and bounds over the past decade. In fact, 81% of
American consumers said they feel brands are providing them with great services in 2019, compared with just 67% in 2014, with much of the reason coming from online messaging and social media services. For some brands, that two-way street social is a problem because they're just screaming and not properly monitoring the site for
engagement and mentions. Brands that do these things well, on the other hand, are the ones that create an active community - like burger chain Wendy's, which is popular for its quick wit and elegant comebacks. A big part of social media, though, is the ability of marketing departments to now do small-but-often-viral acts for consumers
one by one, for the surprise and pleasure way of marketing. Consider something like Kimpton Hotels in the UK, where a police officer tweeted that they had left their conference to return to their room to complete a tear-gassing book about a police dog. Kimpton's team saw the tweet, responded to it and sent it a box of tissues to tear off
the tears. The officer, both touched and amused, tweeted the incident and made a small splash for Kimpton, who was able to amplify his reputation for attentive service and customer care. Ultimately, social media teams like Kimpton need to understand each platform's ability to communicate and all its benefits, because when you get it
right, it's cost-effective and influential. Impressive.
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